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12/09/21 • BIG ENERGY › VIEWS

Vandana Shiva and Russell Brand dissect the Great Reset and the motives and psychology of the
ruling elite.

By Jeremy Lo�redo

Miss a day, miss a lot. Subscribe to The Defender's Top News of the Day. It's free.

On the latest episode of Russell Brand’s “Under the Skin” podcast, Indian scholar, environmental activist
and food sovereignty advocate, Vandana Shiva, explained how the economic plan known as the Great
Reset is a “project of extermination.”
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As Shiva previously told The Defender, the Great Reset — or the readjustment of the global economy on
behalf of the most powerful companies and institutions — is about “maintaining and empowering a
corporate extraction machine and the private ownership of life.”

The World Economic Forum (WEF), a think tank representing business interests from around the world,
devised The Great Reset. According to WEF founder and executive chairman, Klaus Schwab, the forum is
guided by the goal of positioning “private corporations as the trustees of society” to “address social and
environmental challenges.”

Brand asked Shiva what the end goal of the Great Reset is and what people like Bill Gates are pursuing.

“I think the project is a project of extermination,” Shiva said, who believes the project is powered by
hubris and greed.

She said extreme hubris leads individuals like Bill Gates, or corporations like seed giant Syngenta, to
believe they can be in total control of a life system — and “no matter the mess they create they’ll always
be able to �x and pro�t from it.”

BUY TODAY: Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.'s New Book
— 'The Real Anthony Fauci'

Shiva claimed greed also plays an integral role in this project of extermination because it leads these
corporations and individuals to take away people’s life support or land and without considering the
consequences.

Destroying people’s life support systems  “is an ecocidal and genocidal instinct,” she said.

Shiva told Brand:

“If you are creating conditions for most of humanity to not meet their basic needs, and creating a
condition in which they can’t exercise their fundamental right to clean air, food, water, freedom,
education or mobility … it’s an idea of dispensability equal to the idea of extermination.”

She said, “This is not just happening, it is being made to happen through deliberate action.”

Watch the interview here: 
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The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the authors and do not necessarily re�ect the
views of Children's Health Defense.
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Amanda Plumb • 3 days ago

• Reply •

The not so great reset. All the proponents of it are old, and
here they are, trying to kill all the Old Ones..Monsters like
Faucci and Gates should be the first to try their nasty gain of
function tests results, and we can watch them shrivel up and
go to hell. It will happen, and it can't be soon enough. I'm mad
as hell and I'm not going to take any more of this BS!!!

 23△ ▽

Linda N  • 3 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Amanda Plumb

Their age is irrelevant. Fauci and Gates were were
monsters when they were young as well. Look up their
histories of evil doing. Please don't lump us "Older"
people in with these creeps! Vandana Shiva is also
old(er), as is Robert F Kennedy Jr., of this Defender
blog, and their whole lives' missions have been fighting
for the rights of the people since they were young(er).

 19△  ▽ 1

Molly Malone  • 3 days ago> Linda N

I agree, they were monsters when they were
young, but age does matter - a lot. As we age
we hopefully become wiser. What happens
when a psychopath ages? They also become
wiser - wiser in the ways of evil! They become
more convinced of their own entitlement and
superiority, and they become much more evil
and much more clever at hiding it and
manipulating all those around them. Ugh. Age
matters a lot.
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• Reply • 7△ ▽

robken  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Molly Malone

Add the manipulation and abuse of
high-tech advances to age and the
parasitical class and you have storm
waiting to explode.
 1△ ▽

Lauren  • 14 hours ago

• Reply •

> robken

we have the bk of Revelation unfolding
before our eyes
 1△ ▽

Grace Kirk  • 13 hours ago

• Reply •

> Lauren

Yes ... we do. And I'm not even religious
but I can see it.
△ ▽

Santino Marazzo  
• 11 hours ago • edited

• Reply •

> Linda N

Linda N , You are absolutely right. When I was
young the elders,both men and women taught
me how to be a man. How to hunt and fish. To
stand and pull out the chair from the dinner
table for a lady. At 78 yrs old, I still pull out the
chair for my lovely wife. However, over the
years things have changed. My way of life has
been mostly locked away by those who wish to
destroy it. In the almost two years I have had
old friends die from the phoney jab. Fauci and
Gates want to kill the seniors off by ejection. I
will not let them kill my wife or me. I would
rather die fighting than kneel. Yes I am a senior,
but I am a man.
 1△ ▽

Thomas Guitarman 
 • 9 hours ago

• Reply •

> Santino
Marazzo

That the necessary attitude, teach it to
and gather some young to do as well
time, to fight
△ ▽

Sylvia Rütten  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Linda N

yes we are old and not like them .
1△ ▽
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Reply 1

Grace Kirk  • 13 hours ago

• Reply •

> Amanda Plumb

I'm 68 and I've been raging about this since I was in
nappies! My father was Polish and I was born in 1953
and the first few words I learned from him were
"Propaganda! Rothchild and bullshit! When I was a
child, of course, I just thought he was a crazy old
Polak and an over-strict father. But as I got older I
realised that most of what he'd been through DID
sound crazy to anyone who hadn't experienced it for
themselves and that everything he yelled and ranted
about made perfect sense, bizarre as it was. And that's
the crux of the matter ... the BIZARRENESS ... it's
what keeps everyone MESMERISED ... it keeps
everyone ON THE EDGE OF THEIR SEAT ... it keeps
everyone in DISBELIEF of what they're seeing and
hearing with their own eyes ... and it's how
PSYCHOPATHS operate ... and we have some very
HIGH FUNCTIONING PSYCHOPATHS getting away
with not just MURDER, BUT WITH GENOCIDE
RIGHT IN FRONT OF OUR EYES. And of course they
all begin with being KIND and PROTECTIVE of us,
don't they? PROTECTING us with VACCINES we
don't need and UTILISING our HEALTH WORKERS to
IMPLEMENT IT in the BELIEF THAT THEY'RE
DOING GOOD. They say the road to HELL is paved
with GOOD intentions ... so we should QUESTION
OUR GOOD INTENTIONS and WHOSE ORDERS
WE'RE CARRYING OUT WITH THEM. Please don't
fear ALL 'old people'. Some of us are here because we
KNOW what's going on and we also KNOW that we
can stop it, not by getting angry, not by being afraid,
but by QUESTIONING THE ORDERS WE FOLLOW,
NO MATTER HOW NICELY WRAPPED UP THEY
ARE ... <3
 2△ ▽

Jenny Revel  • 8 hours ago> Grace Kirk

Thanks so much for writing that, I'm going to
copy it to my locals group. I was just thinking
this morning that even if you know the agenda
unfolding, still actually believing it is really
happening is very tough, the more outrageous
it is, the more difficult. Goes against all our
conditioning and understanding to really believe
that this is unfolding. Genocide is happening
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• Reply •

and it is not being stopped, even by those who
know it's happening. I think I have the privilege
of having grown up with a military father, so war
and deliberate destruction is not foreign to me,
still I cannot fully grasp the enormity and horror
of what is going on...
△ ▽

Thomas Guitarman  • 9 hours ago

• Reply •

> Grace Kirk

Yes non compliance across the board
△ ▽

Thomas Guitarman  • 9 hours ago

• Reply •

> Amanda Plumb

Great agreed but what will you now do about it Indian
gov has now officially charged Gates with murder this
should be interesting yes great reset is extermination
and the death shots are as well its a giant energy
sacrifice by those who practice the dark arts
△ ▽

Lois Miller • 3 days ago

• Reply •

I am so distressed - what can we do as common people to be
cogs in this mega-wheel of globalization? The people pushing
this mega-agenda are evil - she says they don't care and she
is right. We are seeing evil.

 11△ ▽

Molly Malone  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

> Lois Miller

Evil in the form of cluster B personality/character
disorders - I totally agree. They were evil from toddlers
forward, I saw it in my psychopath sister's eyes when
she was just two - she's unbelievable now. This level
of evil never changes because they see no need. Don't
hope for them to change, don't pray for it, pray for
those that are affected instead. Hope & pray for it to
become so apparent that more and more people see
it. Hope & pray for all these wonderful people like
Vandana and RFK and all the good, genuine doctors
and lawyers that are fighting it.

Never give in, never give up!
 5△ ▽

Ирина Волк  • a day ago> Molly Malone

Я БОГОТВОРЮ Роберта Кеннади младшего
🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏 и каждый день жду
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• Reply •

от него новых репортажей и новостей ☝🙏
 1△ ▽

Thomas Guitarman  
• 9 hours ago

• Reply •

> Molly Malone

and be ready to ACTUALLY FIGHT BACK look
at Aussieland finished
△ ▽

Grace Kirk  • 12 hours ago

• Reply •

> Molly Malone

You're right, they won't change because they
see nothing wrong with their thinking or their
behaviour. WE have to change, we have to look
at our own behaviour of BELIEVING everyone
has a heart like ours. They don't! Some people
have NO HEART, NO CONSCIENCE, NO
REMORSE ... and WE who have, need to get
that into our thick skulls. WE need to CHANGE.
We need to stop giving the benefit of the doubt
to psychopaths. They EXIST! WE need to
accept that FACT. Because that IS the answer.
If we remain naive and gullible and believing
that ANYONE can change, or that WE CAN
LOVE THEM ENOUGH TO MAKE THEM
WANT TO CHANGE ... then we are BEING
NAIVE AND GULLIBLE which is EXACTLY
WHAT THE PSYCHOPATH/NARCISSIST
LOOKS FOR IN A PERSON ... THEY ARE
PREDATORS LOOKING FOR EASY PREY. It
really is THAT SIMPLE. But we don't need to
live in fear of them, we don't need to argue that
we're right and they're wrong, we don't need to
wear ourselves out, we simply need to NOT
BUY THEIR BULLSHIT IN THE FIRST PLACE
... WE NEED TO STAND OUR GROUND AND
KEEP OUR BOUNDARIES IN PLACE ...
because eventually ... they will wear
themselves out and shrivel up like the SLUGS
they really are ... when they can't find anyone
to SUPPLY them with ADORATION,
MISGUIDED RESPECT, RESOURCES,
MONEY ... AND LOVE ... IT'S OK TO NOT
LOVE PSYCHOPATHS ... IT'S OK TO LOVE
OURSELVES INSTEAD!
△ ▽

Lauren  • 14 hours ago> Molly Malone
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au e     ou s ago

• Reply •

 o y a o e

stay away from that sister; i avoid mine
△ ▽

disqus_uABc4HyTUt  • 12 hours ago

• Reply •

> Lois Miller

Just hold the line , do not comply and keep sharing
your knowledge of truth , wisdom. 
People are starting to question things, as they realise
2 jabs is now going to be 3 , catch them before they
jump on the booster train. 
The non jabbed just need encouragement now and
then, as the propaganda out there, is making people
believe there is just a small minority left, well if that
was true, why all these measurements,? simply
because it is not true.

✌

△ ▽

Kathy M  • 14 hours ago

• Reply •

> Lois Miller

Catherine Austin Fitts is helping us figure out what to
do. Cut and paste: 
https://childrenshealthdefe...
△ ▽

Maxwell • 3 days ago

• Reply •

I had the pleasure of meeting and having dinner with Vandana
Shiva many years ago. At the time Michael Jordan was still
playing in the NBA.

I was one of the organizers who brought her to our town for a
debate on GMO's/BioTech against one of the nationally
known BioTech professor freaks at the local "prestigious"
university. This event was being recorded and was suppose to
end up on PBS.

For whatever reason PBS quashed it though I suspect it was
due to how humiliating it was for this aging Biotech "legend"
who was thoroughly demolished by Vandana Shiva's wit,
intelligence and her laughter which drove this guy crazy.

After it was over and we were recapping I likened her to
Michael Jordan- she was just "playing" at a different level and
did so with an athletic mind that could take and overcome
anything that was thrown at her.

 10△ ▽

robken  • 2 days ago> Maxwell
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y g

• Reply •

PBS, BBC, and MSM, are funded by Criminals who
rule the airwaves. These so-called news networks are
just a front for evil propaganda - even our
governments politicians and civil servants are funded
by these same criminals who all should be in prison.
Medical journals and institutions are funded by these
same psychopathic creatures what the hell do you
expect from them? the truth went out the door when
funding from these parasites came in.
 3△ ▽

disqus_uABc4HyTUt  • 12 hours ago

• Reply •

> robken

This is a good video exposing that,
https://rumble.com/vhkk3x-b...
△ ▽

K Kercher • 3 days ago

• Reply •

Finally! I am so glad to hear this woman's voice being added
here as I have had some serious concerns about the integrity
and journalism presented here on many articles promoting (or
appearing to promote) climate extremism. It would seriously
behoove The Defender to take a good hard look at some of
the mixed messages they've been sending.

But that said, Vandana Shiva's message sets Robert F.
Kennedy's Jr's message about vaccine damage within the
greater context--and I support her message.

 10△ ▽

Robbi  • 3 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> K Kercher

Since when is any information source committed to
covering merely one point of view. Very vital to present
diversity of views and ideas if for no other reason than
to allow those with the most popular view of any
medium to know the ideas of those who dissent.
 5△ ▽

Ирина Волк  • a day ago> K Kercher

Я тоже поддерживаю ИХ ДВОИХ !  
Правда очень жаль, что нет РУССКИХ СУБТИТРОВ
🤧... Я только читаю ваши комменты и из них
складываю примерно ту информацию, которая
заложена в этом видео. Но конечно хочется
посмотреть видео , чтобы понять из него всё то, что
хотят нам донести эти ЗАМЕЧАТНЛЬНЫЕ БОГОМ
НАМ ПОСЛАННЫЕ Л Ю Д И ☝☝☝!
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• Reply •

Д ☝☝☝

 1△ ▽

Tony Montana  • 14 hours ago

• Reply •

> Ирина Волк

Regarding; Правда очень жаль, что нет
РУССКИХ СУБТИТРОВ.  
You can choose subtitles in menu,no problem
I've checked it and is working. Check the
screenshot :)

⛺

 1△ ▽

disqus_uABc4HyTUt  
• 12 hours ago

• Reply •

> Ирина Волк

🤞

△ ▽

Tom Bernard • 3 days ago

• Reply •

People like Gates have never been interested in the future of
humanity, or the planet... They simply hope to destroy
everything and rub God's face in it...
 8△ ▽

disqus_uABc4HyTUt  
• 12 hours ago • edited

• Reply •

> Tom Bernard

Watch this, it is 2 hours long and after 1 hour it
becomes very informative and you will realise, we are
dealing with a very underdeveloped human being( not
only him there are a few more) He dwells in the ' The
Realm of The Hungry Ghosts ', as we are reading a
Vindana Shiva article.

https://www.corbettreport.c...
△ ▽

Murphy Law • 3 days ago
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Murphy Law • 3 days ago

• Reply •

This has already happened years ago. The extermination
happened by the passing of The Federal Reserve Act.

Repeal this act, and then things will change drastically. The
currency needs to be returned back to the people, and no
longer should a private institution control this countries
financial policies. The extermination of Central Banks and
most of this league hell/ legal system needs to be the priority
of the people, with haste.
 6△ ▽

robken  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Murphy Law

And the IRS same year 1913
 1△ ▽

debugger  • 14 hours ago

• Reply •

> robken

The FBI was formulated to protect the IRS and
FED
 1△ ▽

lee • 3 days ago

• Reply •

love the truthers!
 6△ ▽

roberart51 • 3 days ago

• Reply •

I see that a lot of people talk about this, but why don't we start
pointing out those responsible with names and surnames, so
that people become aware and demand that they be brought
to justice. It cannot be that a group of twisted minds want to
exterminate many people without any rights. We must stop
this NOW !!!!
 4△ ▽

robken  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> roberart51

Yes, we must stop this now, but how, we must not
comply to these evil mandates, but that is not enough,
we need a more active strategy, a more active plan.
There are many things we must do but alas this venue
is not the place to discuss such matters.
△ ▽

Stuff Happens • 10 hours ago

For years companies like Monsanto have tinkered with the
dna of seeds making them disease resistant, higher yield, and
encoded with genetic markers so they can be identified.
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• Reply •

They’ve controlled their purchase and subsequent use.
Successfully suing farmers who dare try reclaiming and
replanting them without paying fees. Even if the seeds blew
onto a farmer’s property from a neighboring farm. Use the
seeds, wind up in court, and lose.

These so-called vaccines are turning their recipients into
those seeds. Genetically marking them and giving them all the
beneficial characteristics (hopefully) sought after by their
makers.

If the “weak” die off in the process so be it. The legal
precedent has been set.

Once dna is indelibly marked the recipients and all their future
generations are a patented product. Legally bound to give up
their sovereignty for the sake of being improved thanks to
their corporate overlords.

You are a genetically altered seed, you and the product are
one. Traceable and owned. You owe your improved existence
to your benefactors who fully intend to profit from it. Akin to
the same legal restrictions farmer’s have had to abide by for
years.

Covid-19 is just the tip of the iceberg. The opening of
Pandora’s box. Many more mandated “improvements” to
humanity will be forthcoming. All with the same legal
properties and restrictions as a Monsanto corn seed.

That’s why it is so important to inject the children even though
it makes no epidemiological sense to do so. The want future
subsequent generations marked with their product code.
 3△ ▽

nick quinlan • 2 days ago

• Reply •

The "great reset" is back firing into the great awakening. 
Monsters like Gates, Fauci, and Schwab, will be forever
marked men, and humanity will deal with them eventually,
even as they smirk and think they have gotten away with their
crimes against humanity. 
They have turned humanity into a coiled spring, and when it
breaks back , there will be hell to pay by these criminals.
 3△ ▽

Rachel Aspögård • 2 days ago

Ms Shiva has always challenged this cult who insists on
pushing humanity around Bless her!
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• Reply •

pushing humanity around....Bless her!
 3△ ▽

getrealbuddy • 3 days ago
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